
    Spiritual Singularity – (parenthesis is extra notes) 

 

Hook: 

Spiritual singularity, patience, one love, we Livin' prophecy, peace , patience, one love, we livin prophecy 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

We speak the peace give perdition Revelations 

Biblical experience dispensation 

Obviously Owlin versus scarcity invasion 

Respect the air share it "are we here" motivations 

(learning to “share the air” is a common topic of respect, and  

“Are we here” is a song theme, about being present and not 

Confused with the drama and trauma channeling of the world) 

 

We said chump and tampers (would) try to start a World War 

(It's) what it does Divide blame conquering the peace tore 

Never late to love keep the boogs (people) off the street more 

Swept up, tried to share it, here we go the leaps core 

 

Love spirit kick snare head nod 

Jah Allah Blood story everlasting peace fought (Everlasting Gospel, Revelations 14:6) 

Together versus hate already know how it ends God 

Grass withers flower fades Hip Hop word bond 

 

We cram to understand it too (our peace miracle story) 

Team we know the true making sense the story people's peace how we follow through 

Rapture rhymes comfort you 



Teaching one always two (Brother miracle) 

Mutual respect strength day into a gratitude 

 

 

Hook: 

Spiritual singularity, patience, one love, we Livin' prophecy, peace , patience, one love, we livin prophecy 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Bapitll' Creech treasonous capital breach 

See it what it is, next page, check attacks with facts Teach 

Present day stalin revelations while it actin’ beast (Men Perdition beast) 

Spiritual laws within us all no distract east  

 

Common knowledge "Nam n' College" (Buddhism)  

Peacin' how diverse is ballin' 

Operation break the hate, wait love, G is callin' 

Spirit what it is L.O.V.E. within is solid 

Total tares agitation didn't care why it's fallen (wheat and tares parable, hate doesn't care about 

another's rights, and perdition ends up taking their own rights too) 

 

Executive power no Assembly as the ice melts 

Unrealistic unsustainable the heights help (We help, in our own little ways) 

"How High", always been, eternal word we geddon, Easy does it Team, now we know the love human 

twice felt (basically, our peace story is a blessing, the "geddon" of Armageddon that we get, and 

Perdition gets a just reconciliation for being destruction) 

 

Impulse invasion freakin' out about diversity 

Couldn't let the people chill (and) cultivate democracy 



Can't allow a single person claimin' our identity (like a dumb sleeper evil Dictator does) 

Unaware of history sad reality 

 

Hook: 

Spiritual singularity, patience, one love, we Livin' prophecy, peace , patience, one love, we livin prophecy 

(2 times) 

 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace Team. Giving thanks that we know to give thanks and encourage each other. One day at a time. 

We see that there is a clear difference between our special Owlin peace intuition love, and that of 

scarcity's selfish calculations. We find now that as we speak peace, division tries to take it, it steps closer 

to revelations reconciliation at the same time. God the glory, call it Providence or Luck. It's all love. The 

world understands better now that if all that a leader is doing is trying to discredit or dismiss the Free 

Press, Educators and Scientists, like the totalitarian voices of before? We learn that words and behavior 

have effects on the world (because chump and sleeper tampers says that nothing effects anything, and 

that the world is just a mess already, and oh well, nothing matters junk etc…). Nothing is new under the 

sun. Peace with us. 1 


